ANNOUNCING THE WORLD’S ONLY PRACTICAL REAL-WORLD APPLICATION - OF THE FSC’S ORIGINAL E.R. DEWEY CYCLES RESEARCH AND DISCOVERY METHODS - TO TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY GLOBAL MARKET TIMING UNCERTAINTIES
CREATED TO ENDURE FOR GENERATIONS TO COME...
Techsignal® 10

• Dewey’s Original Cycles Code
• World’s Only Cycles Profit and Win% Calculator
• Process up to 100 tickers at once
• Fast and Accurate!
Techsignal® 10 – The Rosetta Stone of Cycles

• Based on Dewey’s Original FORTRAN Code from the 1950’s that made the FSC renowned world-wide in the beginning years with analyses published in Cycles Magazine which are now seen to be still valid today

• Dewey’s full original mathematical cycles discovery methodology was not even available to FSC Members from Dewey’s passing in 1978 until the 2012 recoding of FORTRAN cycles routines replacing earlier versions of BCA and Techsignal

• Now finally – a simplified stand-alone “Cycles Profit Calculator”

• Fast and accurate

• Easy to Use and Designed to be Practical – Directly outputs a calendar of future turns trade dates in easy-to-use Excel spreadsheet format
Techsignal® 10

Uses the original Dewey predictive algorithms and methodology – published for over 50 years in Cycles Magazine - to discover “Non-Chance Predictive Rhythms” – or “Cycles” as we at FSC understand “Cycles” - in any market price data - with sufficient price history to allow for forward-testing of suspected periodicity, that is to say – a predictive and useful timing and trading cycle of known and documented statistical reliability.

**Discover Cycles**
- Import and establish beginning of data sample sufficient for analysis
- Mathematically discover suspected predictive “Non-Chance Rhythms” – or “Cycles”

**Back-Test Cycles**
- Establish minimum of 5 suspected cycle occurrences in-sample
- Test for optimal period lengths and amplitudes for up to 25 differing predictive cycle lengths

**Forward-Test Cycles**
- Establish and quantify forward-testing of suspected periodicity fit to next upcoming 5 occurrences out-of-sample within the software using actual forward-walk data
- Display final discovered and identified Cycles grid in Techsignal software main window
Advanced Functions

• **AutoSync™** – Automatically syncs discovered cycle phases for optimized trade entry by winning % - or best buy-sell / buy-only / sell-only percentages

• **AutoStop™** – Automatically determines optimized buy and sell stop levels calibrated to the unique historical price behavior of each individual cycle – soon to include drawdown studies for each trading cycle discovered

• **AutoScan™** – Automatically determines optimized winning % or best buy-sell / buy-only / sell-only percentages in bulk - across up to 100 user-defined assets per run - with a maximum of 500 assets analyzed per month - and automatically outputs the next two years of best cycle tops and bottoms
Albert Einstein Said:

• “Compound interest is the eighth wonder of the world. He who understands it, earns it ... he who doesn't ... pays it.”

• Trading the correct consecutive predictive cycle turns with corrected phasing and optimized stop levels can be shown to could have literally transformed $10,000 into millions - in many market assets anywhere on the globe - in less than three years
If Einstein had seen Techsignal® 10 - Just maybe - he would have said - “It’s Simple – Just Buy Cycle Bottoms and Sell Cycle Tops”

• “Compound Profits From Cycle Turns Trading - is the eighth wonder of the world. He who understands it, earns it ... he who doesn't ... pays it.”

• Here is the simple explanation and proof...
A simple explanation that we think that even Einstein would have approved of!

*** DOES IT REALLY MATTER ***
IF IT’S A “BEAR” MARKET?

TRADING RELIABLE
TECHSIGNAL CYCLE TURNS
OF 75%-95% WIN RATES
CAN TURNS BEARS AND BULLS
INTO "CASH COWS" -
AND WE HAVE A HERD OF THEM THERE CYCLES!
Optimize Predictive Cycle Turns Trades By Win% / Buy-Sell% / Buy-Only% / Sell-Only%

(Graphic is Relative Only - Not to Scale)
Techsignal® Admin Version – FSC’s Newly Coded In-House App - Is How We Do This...

- We are now able to process tens of thousands of assets in all markets with detailed summary outputs.
- This very same algorithm will be coded into Techsignal® 10 as “AutoScan™.”
- This output will be the basis for Apple and Android Phone Apps (also in coding now).
Techsignal® 10 Valupacks

Tens of Thousands of Global Assets across all Classes and Categories

In-House Runs on Best Win% With Full Two Year Future Turns Dates

- USA STOCKS
- USA ETFs
- USA MUTUAL FUNDS
- UK STOCKS
- AUSTRALIAN STOCKS
- CANADA STOCKS
- GERMANY STOCKS
- GLOBAL INDEXES
Over 18,000 Global Assets Have Now Been Scanned In-House Identifying the Cyclic Pulse of the Global Markets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cycle Length</th>
<th>Number Scanned</th>
<th>Buy and Hold Percentage Return Since January 2013</th>
<th>Buy Only Cycle Bottoms Cumulative Percentage Return</th>
<th>Sell Only Cycle Tops Cumulative Percentage Return</th>
<th>Win Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ETF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>54.15</td>
<td>1339</td>
<td>0.69%</td>
<td>119.12%</td>
<td>42.74%</td>
<td>46.42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Categories</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>82.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutual Fund</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Categories</td>
<td>56.64</td>
<td>9793</td>
<td>5.97%</td>
<td>56.04%</td>
<td>28.80%</td>
<td>19.80%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AVERAGE GLOBAL WIN% 77.82%

AVERAGE GLOBAL TRADING CYCLE 50.45 TRADING DAYS FROM TOP TO TOP

AV E R AG E  G LO B A L  W I N %

AV E R AG E  G LO B A L  T R A D I N G  C YC L E
Techsignal® 10 With AutoScan™

Will be sold by rental subscription only with an up-front one-time activation fee and monthly use fees

Will be limited to 1000 downloadable standalone copies globally outside the membership to financially support FSC’s further development of Mobile Apps and the Endowment Trading Fund to support future FSC Research and Development.
“Cycles – The Mysterious Forces That Trigger Events” - are the rules of the game.

Techsignal® 10 can now help you “play better than anyone else” without being an Einstein!

• “The significant problems we have cannot be solved at the same level of thinking with which we created them.”

• “The most beautiful thing we can experience is the mysterious. It is the source of all true art and science.”

You have to learn the rules of the game. And then you have to play better than anyone else.

–Albert Einstein